
Reduce financial leakage to increase profitability 
through billing
How efficient is your current process for submitting, approving and billing 

client expenses? How much leakage is upsetting your firm’s profits? With 

Concur, you can automate these manual, wasteful processes, drive down 

operating costs, reduce write-offs and increase partner profitability through 

accurate and efficient billing.

Unmatched capabilities to help your firm compete 
and succeed
Behind Concur’s easy-to-use services are the most comprehensive set of 

capabilities in the industry. A truly end-to-end solution, Concur automates 

the entire travel booking, expense reporting and invoice process.

One powerful, secure global platform enables report creation, receipt 

imaging, workflow, approval and reimbursement. Concur makes it easy to:

• Quickly and accurately allocate, split and bill-back travel,  

entertainment and invoice expenses

• Easily communicate and enforce both your firm’s and your  

clients’ travel and expense policies

• Automatically capture receipt images through intuitive  

e-receipt capabilities – no more lost receipts

• Provide a 360-degree view of all your expense and invoice  

data to track recoverable firm expenses

• Create industry-specific reporting and dashboards to  

analyse profits by client, associate or matter code

Concur connects with your firm’s current legal and financial management 

solutions from providers such as Elite, Aderant and many others.  

By streamlining the expense reporting process, you can drive more rapid 

billing and faster collection – results you’ll see in the bottom line.

Choose the Travel, Expense 
& Invoice Automation Service 
Trusted by Law Firms
Adaptable solution increases billing profitability 
and meets your firm’s unique needs

Concur on your 
Smartphone

LIVE ON YOUR SMARTPHONE? 
WE’VE GOT YOU COVERED

The power of Concur’s solutions 

is also contained within a 

smartphone application, to 

help busy professionals stay 

productive – anytime, anywhere. 

With Concur’s mobile app, your 

travellers can quickly view live 

travel itineraries, change flights 

and book taxis, hotels or dining.

In addition,  card charges are 

automatically populated on 

your mobile device, making 

completing and submitting 

expense reports a painless 

process. Managers and partners 

can also use Concur’s mobile 

app to review detailed expenses 

and ATO compliant images to 

approve reports, increasing 

productivity and speeding up 

allocation and billing process.

Ease of use for end-users and support staff to 
manage subject matter billing with minimal training“ ”



Easily streamline invoice management 
and emergency cheque requests
Concur’s invoice solution leverages the same powerful 

on-demand platform to streamline the processing and 

payment of vendor invoices and cheque requests. 

Invoice Management can help you:

• Effi  ciently pay witnesses, court charges and invoices 

from third-party vendors accurately and on-time

• Reduce document storage costs by capturing paper 

invoices as digital images and electronic data – 

accessible online at anytime

• Automate the entire invoice process, providing an 

accurate analysis of associate spend while improving 

process auditability

Let Concur make your offi  ce paperless 
Make coff ee stained expense reports, envelopes 

overfl owing with paper receipts and fi le cabinets 

dedicated to expense reports a permanent thing of the 

past. Concur’s powerful on-demand services not only 

eliminate paper and wasteful manual processes, they 

also help ensure all expense information is accurate and 

complete. In fact with receipt store functionality, receipts 

can be emailed and attached directly to line items. And 

with e-receipts provided directly by suppliers – a Concur 

exclusive – error and fraud are virtually eliminated. All of 

this data – including line-by-line expenses, digital images 

of receipts and invoices – is made available online for 

additional audit, review and analysis.

Concur takes data security seriously
Concur’s solutions are completely hosted by Concur and 

delivered securely over the Web, so there’s no software 

to support and no licenses to renew. Unlike complicated 

and costly on-premise accounting software solutions, 

Concur requires minimal IT support and easily integrates 

with your existing back offi  ce infrastructure with minimal 

disruption. Best of all, because it’s so easy to use, 

organisational adoption is rapid, so ROI is realised in a 

matter of months.

Concur also provides the most comprehensive set of 
security and compliance attestations in the industry, 
including:

• ISO 27001 – the world standard for IT security 

management practices

• SSAE 16 (formerly SAS70) – for both Concur expense 

management solutions and supporting hosting facilities

• Sarbanes-Oxley – ensures the integrity, reliability and 

security of Concur systems

About Concur
Concur is a leading provider of integrated travel and 

expense management solutions. Concur’s adaptable 

Web-based and mobile solutions help law fi rms, 

associates and support staff  control costs and save time

Learn more at www.concur.com.au
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Concur’s seamless and intuitive solution makes matter code allocations easy and accurate. Concur’s Receipt Store makes 
attaching receipt images to individual expense line-items as  simple as dragging and dropping.


